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Introduction

In recent years, reinforcement learning (RL) methods achieved many successes such as beating
Go world champion (Silver et al., 2016), playing ATARI games above the human level (Mnih
et al., 2015), or outperforming the best StarCraft II players (Vinyals et al., 2019). Still, RL
suffers from multiple problems such as curse of dimensionality, knowledge transfer, initial random walk or reward propagation particularly in environments with sparse reward (Barto and
Mahadevan, 2003). Hierarchical RL methods attempt to solve these problems by introducing
temporal abstract actions (e.g. the Option framework, Sutton et al., 1999) or by building hierarchies over the state space (e.g. Feudal learning, Dayan and Hinton, 1993) or action space
(e.g. MAXQ framework, Dietterich, 2000). Hierarchies allow the agent to perceive the problem
on different levels of granularity and usually, each of the levels is solved with flat RL methods.
Similar hierarchies can be found in human brain neural structures and may serve as a complement to existing psychological models of hierarchically structured behavior (Botvinick et al.,
2009).
Most of the hierarchies used in hierarchical RL methods have to be provided by the programmer with domain knowledge. However, many articles discuss how to build them automatically
as the agent explores the environment or at least extract them from an already trained agent
for future training in similar environments. The main focus in options framework is on finding
the target states to be reached by options. Some methods use graph-based approach (Menache et al., 2002), difference in number of predecessors (Goel and Huber, 2003), use options
to connect two mutually hardly accessible regions (McGovern and Barto, 2001) or derive options directly from the policy gradient (Bacon et al., 2017). For MAXQ framework, Mehta and
Tadepalli (2005) build the action hierarchy from an already trained agent and one successful
trajectory. Inspired by feudal learning, feudal network (Vezhnevets et al., 2017) is able to
find abstract subgoals in the environment, or HASSLE (Bakker and Schmidhuber, 2004) which
starts with uncommitted abstract actions trained to operate on given abstract state space.
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Hierarchical Assignment of Behaviours to Subpolicies

In our thesis we were inspired by the hierarchical model named Hierarchical Assignment of
Behaviours to Subpolicies (HABS), designed for environments with inherent geometry (Moerman, 2009). HABS has a two-layer hierarchy with a single policy in the higher level and
multiple subpolicies in the lower level. The policy and subpolicies can be trained by any flat
RL algorithm.
The policy operates on an abstract state space provided by the designer capturing the
important properties of an underlying task. The action space of the policy consists of passing
the control to one of the subpolicies. The subpolicy selects actions until either a new abstract
state is reached or timeout occurs. During this time the reward received from the environment

is accumulated and used as reward in training the policy.
The subpolicies operate on a primitive state and action space and are self-organized to
perform transitions in abstract state space. Upon subpolicy termination its performed behavior
is computed based on performed transition in the state space. If performed behaviour belongs to
the selected subpolicy, it is rewarded. If it performed behaviour assigned to different subpolicy,
or if timeout occurred, it is punished. In non-terminal states the received, reward is zero.
In many environments, the agent receives a very sparse reward what makes the task very
hard. In extreme cases it may receive reward only in the terminal state, for example, in
chess playing only at the end of the game. In these cases, the programmer is tempted to add
an auxiliary (intermediate) reward to help the agent, for instance, add reward for capturing
opponent’s piece or penalty for losing its own. As a result, the found solution in altered
environment may stray far away from the solution in original one. The main advantage of
HABS in this type of environments is that its state hierarchy can provide consecutive reward
without (dis)encouraging the agent from performing any specific behavior. The agent is able
to explore its environment more effectively and the task division to subtasks that are easier to
solve offers further speed-up of the training and allows to find a better solution. HABS is not
very known but in our opinion it offers plenty of room for improvement to compete with the
state-of-the-art methods in this type of environments.
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Our contribution

We improved HABS in four aspects. First, we identified and solved multiple issues in special
cases mostly regarding sub-policy timeout and inappropriate properties of used behavior classificator. Second, we identified a discontinuity problem occurring at the borders of abstract
states that slowed down training of sub-policies, and we proposed relative primitive states as a
solution, allowing also direct knowledge transfer. Third, we introduce two methods for better
utilization of training samples for further speed-up of agent’s training. Fourth and most important, we advance the hierarchical RL research by introducing the algorithm for automatic
construction of abstract state space during agent’s training that outperforms the state-of-the-art
flat RL methods.
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Experiments

We compared improved versions of HABS with two flat RL methods using two environments
in three experiments.

4.1

Tested agents

The first representative of a flat RL method is the Advantage learning Baird III (1999), originally also used by Moerman (2009). Because of its poor performance (Dillinger, 2014), we
replaced previously used Multy-layer perceptron with Radial basis function network with fixed
centers as the action-value function.
The second representative is the state-of-the-art DDQN van Hasselt et al. (2016). The
DDQN has a three-layer architecture with full connections between layers. We used leaky
ReLU activation function in hidden layers and the linear activation function in output layer.
The agent was trained by RMSprop and prioritized experience replay Schaul et al. (2016). We
chose this extended version of DDQN because of its very good performance in environments
with a very sparse reward such as our two testing environments where the agent only receives
the reward in the terminal state.
In each experiment only one type of previously mentioned flat RL methods was used. Tested
HABS agents used the same flat RL method for all policies and subpolicies. The first model
contained our fixes in special cases (HABS-fixed), the second also included relative primitive
state space (HABS-relative). The third agent used both previously mentioned modifications and
one version of sample utilization techniques (HABS-trainAll, HABS-trainFinal). The agents
received manually created abstract state space.
Finally, we tested the proposed method for abstract state construction described with multiple previously mentioned HABS agents (HABS-∗-cnstr). The construction of abstract state
space takes some time and meanwhile the policy often receives misleading training samples.
Additionally, the abstract state space is constantly altered and some samples may become
outdated. In the DDQN agent these samples will have high reprojection error and will be
used more often for training. Therefore, we used a standard minibatch instead of a prioritized
method for cases when abstract state construction is used.

4.2

Environments

In our experiments we used two different grid world environments: one simpler, one larger,
displayed in Figure 1. In these figures, non-black squares represent all valid states encoded as a
2D position vector normalized to the interval [0, 1]. There are four different actions which move
the agent to the north, south, east and west. If the agent uses an action leading to the wall
(black square) the position remains the same. The agent receives the reward one if it reaches
the final state, on all other transitions the agent receives zero reward.
If the agent was not able to reach the final state in specified time limit, the epoch ended
and the agent was moved back to the start. Time limit in simple environment was set to 1500
steps and to 5000 steps for the large one.

a)

b)

Figure 1: Environments used in experiments. The color represents manually constructed abstract state space. Initial state is marked with ‘S’. The final states are marked with ‘F’. (a)
Simple environment. Initial state is located in north-eastern corner, Final states are near northern wall of north-western room. (b) Large environment. Initial state is located in north-western
room, final states are in south-eastern room

4.3

Results

All graphs were computed as a median of steps required to reach the final state after performing
the specified number of training steps from 100 runs in experiment 1 (Figure 2), and 50 runs
in experiments 2 and 3 (Figures 3 and 4).
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Figure 2: Agent’s performance during training in experiment 1: advantage learning agent
compared to HABS agents using advantage learning to train policy and subpolicies within
simple environment.
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Figure 3: Agent’s performance during training in experiment 2: Prioritized DDQN agent compared to HABS agents using prioritized DDQN to train policy and subpolicies within simple
environment.
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Figure 4: Agent’s performance during training in experiment 3: prioritized DDQN agent compared to HABS agents using prioritized DDQN to train policy and subpolicies within the large
environment.

4.4

Relative primitive state space

Contrary to our expectations, in the simple environment, for any flat RL agents used, this
modification added no value at the first glance. After further investigation we found out, that
the quality of the solution in terms of generalization was significantly better in case of HABSrelative. For example, in the first experiment the HABS-relative learned to perform abstract
transition “north” by crossing north-north-eastern border of the abstract state, what will work
in all three possible transitions “north” in this environment (Figure 5a). HABS-fixed learned
this transition only in states on the optimal path, where it was actually used (Figure 5b).
Similar observations can also be obtained in the case of second experiment.
Given that, we designed the large environment so that the subpolicies had to learn a slightly
more complex behavior in which simple repetition of the same action was insufficient. Here, in
terms of learning speed, the HABS-fixed performed even worse than the flat RL agent, because

a) HABS-relative

b) HABS-fixed

Figure 5: Learned action-value function of a subpolicy responsible for the abstract action
“north” of two agents in experiment 1, quantified by the shade of blue color. a) The agent
approximates this function quite well in every abstract state. b) The agent can approximate
this function only near north-western room, where it is part of the optimal policy.
it had to learn how to perform the given transition in each part of the state space. All agents
with relative primitive state space greatly outperformed the flat RL agent.

4.5

Better utilization of training samples

In case of Advantage learning being used as flat RL method, this modification greatly accelerated the agent’s learning, because each transition was used multiple times across all subpolicies.
If used with DDQN agent, the modification had no benefit in experiment 1. Our explanation
is that the agent has already used samples multiple times through mini-batch learning, although just within given subpolicy. Moreover, in experiment 3, we were not able to train the
HABS-trainAll agent. This was probably due to the higher number of subpolicies – each of
them generated samples for each other which overflowed the given subpolicy with redundant
samples.

4.6

Abstract state construction

We think that the introduction of the concept of abstract state construction was successful.
With only additional information, that the state space has an inherent geometry (plus a few
more parameters), the construction agents converged faster than their respective flat RL counterparts and found equivalently good solution.
The automatically constructed abstract state space was, in comparison to the designermade, more focused on executability of the linear transitions in the primitive state space. In
the large environment this resulted in higher convergence rate than HABS agents using the
given abstract state space. The constructed abstract state space did not always enable the
optimal solution, however it was always very close to it.
The sample of constructed abstract state space in both environments is shown in Figure 6.

a)

b)

Figure 6: An example of automatically constructed abstract state space. The color represents
separate abstract states. Black line displays an approximate path learned by the agent. (a) In
experiment 2. The constructed abstract state space allows only slightly sub-optimal solution. In
comparison to manually created one (Figure 1a), the automatically constructed abstract state
space contains much smaller abstract states, however they better reflect availability of abstract
actions. (b) In experiment 3. The abstract states better reflects available linear transitions
near found solution compared to manually constructed one (Figure 1b). In other parts, the
abstract state space looks similar to manually constructed one.
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Abstract
Although much progress has been achieved in the field during the last decade, reinforcement learning (RL) still suffers from several problems such as curse of dimensionality, knowledge
transfer, initial random walk or reward propagation, particularly in environments with sparse
reward. Hierarchical reinforcement learning methods use hierarchies over the state space or
action space along with temporal abstract actions in attempt to solve these problems. Hierarchies split the problem to multiple easier to solve subproblems and allow the agent to perceive
the problem on different levels of granularity. Usually, each of the levels is solved with flat RL
methods.
This thesis advances the field of hierarchical reinforcement learning by proposing improved
versions of the HABS algorithm (Hierarchical Assignment of Behaviours to Subolicies) that
has been designed for environments with inherent geometry. HABS consists of hierarchies of
states and actions. The state hierarchy incorporates contiguous states into abstract states
capturing important properties of underlying task and has to be provided by the designer.
The algorithm starts with uncommitted abstract actions that are self-organized and trained to
perform transitions in abstract state space using primitive actions.
We introduced several modifications to HABS. First, we improved the stability of the models during training by correcting training samples in special cases. Second, we proposed to use
relative primitive state vectors with respect to enclosing abstract state within abstract actions,
which greatly speeds up the training by simplifying target optimal Q-function and allows direct
knowledge reuse. Third, we introduce a method for better utilization of training samples within
the training of abstract actions. Last but not least, we present a novel method for automatic
construction of abstract state space during training. In three experiments, using a simpler and
a larger environment, we show that our proposed modifications outperform in terms of speed
the state-of-the-art methods, represented by prioritized double deep Q-network.
Key words: hierarchical reinforcement learning, environment with inherent geometry, construction of state hierarchy, abstraction

Abstrakt
Napriek značnému posunu vo výskume v ostatnej dekáde, učenie posilňovanı́m (reinforcement learning, RL) stále trpı́ viacerými problémami, ako sú prekliatie dimenzionality (curse
of dimensionality), prenos znalostı́ (knowledge transfer), či počiatočná náhodná chôdza, alebo
slabé šı́renie odmien, najmä v prostrediach s riedkou odmenou. V snahe vyriešiť tieto problémy,
metódy hierarchického učenia posilňovanı́m zavádzajú hierarchie nad stavovým priesorom alebo
priestorom akciı́, spolu s časovo rozšı́renými abstraktnými akciami. Hierarchie rozdeľujú problém
na viacero jednoduchšı́ch podproblémov a umožňujú agentovi vnı́mať problém na rôznych
úrovniach granularity. Zvyčajne sa každá z úrovnı́ rieši klasickými metódami RL.
Táto práca rozvı́ja oblasť hierarchického učenia posilňovnı́m formou vylepšených verziı́ algoritmu HABS (Hierarchical Assignment of Behaviors to Subpolicies), ktorý bol navrhnutý
pre prostredia s vnútornou geometriou. HABS pozostáva z dvoch hierarchiı́ – stavov a akciı́.
Stavová hierarchia spája susedné stavy do abstraktných stavov, pričom zachytáva dôležité vlastnosti riešenej úlohy. Túto hierarchiu musı́ vytvoriť dizajnér. Prechody medzi abstraktnými
stavmi sú pomocou samoorganizácie priradené jednotlivým abstraktným akciám, ktoré sa učia
ich realizovať pomocou primitı́vnych akciı́.
Algoritmus HABS sme rozšı́rili pomocou niekoľkých úprav. Po prvé, zlepšili sme stabilitu
modelov počas učenia vďaka oprave trénovacı́ch dát v špeciálnych prı́padoch. Po druhé, v rámci
abstraktných akciı́ sme zaviedli relatı́vny primitı́vny stavový vektor vzhľadom na obklopujúci
abstraktný stav, čo značne urýchlilo učenie zjednodušenı́m cieľovej optimálnej Q-funkcie a
umožnilo priame opätovné použitie znalostı́ (direct knowledge reuse). Po tretie, navrhli sme
metódu na lepšie využitie tréningových vzoriek v rámci učenia abstraktných akciı́. Napokon
sme navrhli novú metódu automatického vytvárania abstraktného stavového priestoru počas
učenia agenta. S použitı́m jednoduchšieho a zložitejšieho prostredia sme v troch experimentoch
ukázali, že naše navrhované modifikácie prekonávajú, čo sa týka rýchlosti, súčasné metódy
reprezentované modelom priority double deep Q-Network.
Kľúčové slová: hierarchické učenie posilňovanı́m, prostredie s inherentnou geometriou, tvorba
stavovej hierarchie, abstrakcia

